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Hours.

Before 5 p.m.
5-6 „ .
6 -7 „
7—10 „

10-11 „
11—12 „
12—2 a.m.

After 2 „

Lamps
•burning.

Very few
100

• 500
1,000

800

400

200

Very few

H.P.L

Inappreciable
10

50

100 •
80

40

20

Inappreciable

H.P.w

Inappreciable
•1

2-5

100

6-4

1-6

•4

Inappreciable

Total

H.P.H.L

10

50

300

80

40

40

520

H.P.H.w

•1

2-5

300

6-4

1-6

•8

41-4

Thus, although the percentage H.P. wasted when all the lamps
are on is from (7),

P-w = 100 10Q + 1 0 = 9'9 per cent.,

yet the percentage of coals wasted in the whole night is only

41*4
P.w = 100 520 + 41-4 = 7'^ Pe r cenfc>

The PRESIDENT : The subject brought before us by Mr.
Gordon is at the present time a very important one, but it is one
with which I am not directly connected, therefore I will not
occupy or waste your time with any remarks of my own. I see
many gentlemen here present who are more competent to discuss
the question than I am, and I now beg of them to give us their
opinions on what we have heard to-night.

Mr. E. E. CROMPTON said that such a mathematical and
interesting paper could not be fairly criticised without full
consideration. The first noticeable feature in the paper was
Mr. Gordon's assertion that, "in order to secure the greatest
economy of copper, as well as of fuel consumption, the section of
the conductor must be directly proportional to the current it has
to carry, i.e., as we get more distant from the dynamo the section
of the conductor must diminish after each branch leaves it, in
order that the same number of amperes per square inch may be
carried by every part of the conductors throughout the system."
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In fact, Mr. Gordon supposed the system of conductors to be like
a tree branching out with tapering limbs, the fine twigs repre-
senting the extremities. He was afraid that such a state of
things would never be found in real practice, but that the con-
ductors must in most cases form a network extending over the
whole of the district to be supplied with electricity. -Again,,
other network systems must be Connected on to it which, df Mr.
Gordon's tree-like form were adopted, would require the con-
nections between the two networks to be through the fine twigs,,
a result which would not be satisfactory.

These conditions rendered it necessary to keep the section of
the conductor constant, right up to the end of the twigs, in fact,
throughout the whole network, and this necessity altered the
weight of copper from that calculated for by Mr. Gordon so-
enormously as to make his rule of small practical service.

Again, the whole of the calculations made by Mr. Gordon were
based on two suppositions, first, that one simple network would be
employed; second, that the weight of copper to be used in the
mains depended upon the amount of horse-power which could be
afforded to be wasted in the mains. Whereas, those who had
been looking into this question found that .the real consideration
governing the weight of copper was that of keeping the potential
or E.M.F. in the mains within very narrow limits. These limits
had been fixed by the Board of Trade at 5 per cent, on either
side of the standard E.M.E.; but actual practice showed that
even this variation caused far.too. great variation in the amount
of light given by an incandescent light worked up to an economical
temperature of filament. Experiments showed that from 2.to 2^
per cent, on either side of the standard .would probably be the-
utmost variation which would be tolerated by the users, of the-
electricity. In order to maintain the E.M.F. in the mains at or
near the house's within these very narrow limits, the simple tree-
like form would have to be replaced by a far more complex system..

It appeared probable, that the houses must be. connected,
on to a network extending over the whole area. The section
of the conductor forming the network must: be constant..
His own investigations led him to suppose that a com-
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paratively light section of main in the network, fed at many
points by feeders of light section, as compared .with the current
they would have to carry (at times of excessive demand), would
be the method most likely to utilise the copper in the mains to-
best advantage. In laying out such a system of mains, the
section of conductor of the network would depend on the,number
and distance apart of the points at which the feeder-mains are
attached to the network, and must be calculated on the supposi-
tion that the extreme fall in E.M.F. from these feeding points to
the lamps in the house must not exceed the above-mentioned
limits. The section of the feeder-mains might be calculated by
some modification of Sir Wm. Thomson's rule, which would take
into consideration on the one side the interest, etc., on the
capital charge of the first cost of mains, including copper, insu-
lation, and roadwork; and on the other side, the cost of the
loss in horse-power during the comparatively short time during
which the feeders would have heavy currents passing through
them.

As he had said before, to do these matters full justice requires
more time and consideration than could possibly be given to it in
the general discussion.

He noticed the term "horse-power hours" used by Mr. Grordon,
and suggested that it would be much more convenient to adopt
for all such calculations the official " unit" of 1,000 volt-amperes
flowing for one hour, adopted by the Board of Trade for all the
electric lighting provisional orders. This unit is about equal'to
1^ horse-power for an hour, and as it is to be the legal measure of
electricity it was as well to become at once accustomed to its use.

Professor' W. E. AYRTON : Mr. Crompton has put the matter
very clearly. There are two totally different points to be taken
into consideration in deciding on the size of the conductor to be
used for electric-lighting mains—one, the question of the horse-
power wasted in the conductor; the other (and a. much more
important one), the necessity for arranging the conductors in such
a way that the potential difference shall not differ seriously from
house to house, or, what is still more important, shall not differ
seriously in the same house from hour to hour. •'; .
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Five per cent, difference, allowed in the Provisional Orders, is
far too great; four per cent. I find also too great, for with that
variation of the potential in the terminals, I find lights go up and
down in a most serious and annoying way.

The question of the horse-power expended appears to me to
have been fully dealt with by Sir William Thomson in hisv

communication to the British Association in 1881, in which he
considered very carefully as to what should be the proper section
to give to a conductor. He showed that if you were only con-
sidering the question of the power wasted in the conductor, and
not going into the question of difference of potentials at different
points, but merely, as I have said, considering the power wasted
in transmitting electricity for a certain distance, then that the
section of conductor ought to be directly proportional to the
current, and independent of the length. And further, that taking
as ;£10 per annnm the commercial value of a horse-power in
England, and the value of good conductivity copper as something.
like ^70 per ton, he arrived at the conclusion that if you want
the waste of horse-power in heating the wire, plus the waste of
interest on capital expended in the copper lying, so to say, useless
in the street, then you ought to put about (if I remember rightly)
one square centimetre of copper for every 50 amperes, which I
think comes to about a square inch for every 250 amperes. That
calculation has, of course, nothing whatever to do with the
question of safety. His conclusion, mathematically arrived at,
leads also to the result that the value of the horse-power wasted
in heating the conductor must be equal to the interest on capital
expended.

Mr. Crompton most properly drew attention to the very im- >
portant question of arranging the conductors so that there shall
not be more than but a very limited amount of fluctuation of
potential difference at the terminals of the house. That is an
extremely complicated matter, and cannot be settled by any easy
rule. Thomson's rule would apply if the generator was at a given
point, and the first set of houses at, say, a mile away, and would
show the money required in copper, disregarding the sheathing
of the copper—it would tell you the proper diameter to give to
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your conductor; and then comes the very serious question as to
how the houses are to be joined on to this main conductor.

As regards the very ingenious apparatus which Mr. Gordon
has brought before us for measuring the strength of a magnetic
field, I would feel obliged if he will kindly tell us how the
measurement is to 'be taken when we want to know the strength
of the magnetic field between the iron of the armature and the
iron of the field-magnet. The space is too small to insert this
instrument; and one-cannot remove, say, the iron of the armature
and measure the field produced by the field-magnet near the place
previously occupied by the iron of the armature, and thus presume
that the new field is the same as the old one which you wished
to measure. The iron of the armature not only strengthens,
the field, but completely modifies the direction of the lines of
force. Take, for example, a Gramme, or Edison, or Siemens
machine, then if the iron of the armature were removed the
field would be very weak, owing to the projections of the pole-
pieces of the field-magnet leading the lines of force away from
the space which is usually occupied by the armature. In fact,,
measurements made without the armature in position would give-
no indication of what the field was when the armature was there.
But if the armature is in position, it is difficult to get a piece of
apparatus like that of Mr. Gordon's between the iron of the-
armature and that of the field-magnet, and consequently an
extremely thin coil of wire has been adopted by other experi-
menters for the purpose; the ends of such a coil are joined to a.
galvanometer, and then, the thin flat coil having been put at the
spot where we desire to measure the strength of the magnetic field,,
it is suddenly jerked away, and the galvanometer deflection gives
us what we desire. Any field measurer, to be of real service, must
be able to be put in the place where you want to measure the
strength of a magnetic field, and must not, in order to be used,
necessitate removal of the mass of iron which is there when you
are using the machine, and which most seriously alters both the-
distribution and number of lines of force.

Professor G. C. FOSTER asked Mr. Gordon why his instrument
for measuring the strength of a magnetic field moved through.
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a quarter-revolution, instead of a half-revolution, which at .first
sight would appear to be better, because the movement must
either begin or end at a point-of maximum induction, and a small
error in the amount of motion (if the motion were a little more
or less than an exact quarter-revolution) would cause an error in
the measurement obtained. But if the rotation were through
two right angles, starting from a position of minimum action and
passing to another position of minimum action, any little error at
the starting or ending would have scarcely any influence on the
measurement.

As to the use of a shunt mentioned by Mr. Grordon, the
Society would remember a paper, read in one of the early years
•of its meetings, by Mr. Latimer Clark, who pointed out what was
very well known to electricians, that although a shunted .galvan-
ometer may give an accurate measurement for a steady current,
it was not a thing, to be used without consideration in the case of
an instantaneous current: the shunt-ratio was different in that
case. It would appear preferable to reduce the throw of the
galvanometer by putting in resistance rather than by shunting
in such a case.

Professor D. E. HUGHES had as yet no opportunity of experi-
menting upon the powerful "electro-magnet of dynamo machines,
but in the course of fhis\ investigations upon the cause of magnet-
ism he often needed: some method of reading the amount, of
evident magnetism on different parts of the same bar or sheet of
iron or steeK : ' • • • "

He had shown in his late paper upon the theory of magnetism,
that if soft iron had mechanical yibrations given to it, such as
blows from a wooden mallet, or slight bending to and fro,: that
the molecules were allowed far greater freedom during this vibra-
tion, and rotated in accordance with the exterior directing force,
the force observed on the rod being in proportion to. the strength
of the exterior field. Now, by placing a soft iron wire near or in
contact with different parts of a magnet, vibrating it whilst in this
position, we could remove the rod and take measures of the amount
of evident magnetism induced in the rod by its contact at any
.given spot. The rod should be rendered neutral before each trial
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by vibrating it in a neutral field, or east and west. We can thus
easily map out the distribution of evident magnetism on small
bars and sheets, the operation being very similar to the " proof
plane " employed many years since for static electricity.

He could not say that this method would have any .value for
the1 purpose 'for which Mr. Grordon had designed his admirable
irfs&ftiment. Th;e instrument of Mr. Grordon,he regarded >as being
designed for the special conditions which he had mentioned, and
for this he thought it to be perfectly adapted.

Mr. GriSBERT KAPP asked whether it was a matter of importance
what position the axle of the small dynamo occupied in relation
to the edge of the pole-pieces, or, to the force of ,itl .'If an error
were made in setting the instrument to the correct angle'it might
make the observations errdnebus. ,, ,

Mr. THOMAS' BLAKESLEY thought' that some confusion existed
as to the real meaning of the law of economy ruling the dimensions
of conductors, and he hoped he could put the matter in a some-
what clearer light. Mr. Grordon gave the law as having merely to
do with electrical quantities, whereas it involved pounds, shillings,
and pence in the cost of materials and * "power. Sir William
Thomson's law was only true of a conductor the cost of which
varied as its cross-section, but every one knew that there were
elements of expense in installing a conductor which did not vary
in this way. Some items, indeed,'would not change with the
dimensions of the conductor at all, e.g., the rent of a subway,
within limits. Other items would vary merely as the diameter of
the conductor. In a land-cable well insulated and covered with
gutta percha and jute, it will be found that the expense represents
ing this covering (i.e., the whole expense less the expense of the
bare conductor) varies nearly as the diameter of the conductor,
and is often the most considerable part of the expense. Again,
the cost of galvanising should vary as the diameter, or, if a cable
were sheathed in a mantle of lead of a certain fixed thickness, so
as to keep the capacity of the cable the same, then the cost of
this lead would be as the diameter of the conductor.

Now, in taking these matters into consideration when fixing
the size of the most economical conductor,—in the first place, from
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the whole expense of the installation must be deducted entirely
those items which are independent of the size of the conductor;
secondly, a further deduction must be made of half the expenses,
which vary as the diameter or square root of the cross-section.
Then the interest on the remainder should be equal to the yearly
cost of the energy absorbed in the conductor, when the economical
dimension is attained. He gave the following proof of the
propositions :—

Let the yearly interest on a conductor be composed of three
terms—

1st, a, a constant term;
2nd, b A1-, a term varying as the diameter;
3rd, c A, a term varying as the area of cross-section,

where a, b, c are constants, and A is the area of cross-section.
Let the expense of absorption in the same time be represented by

C21
the term d —-—, where d is a constant, C is the current, t the time

A
during which it is employed. Then the whole expense, E, is
obviously the sum of these four terms—that is,

E = a + &A* + cA + \ V
A

and this has to be made a minimum, a condition determined by
the equation

l b_ _ d.GH
. 2 A* + c - A2

The inspection of this shows that the current is not propor-
tional to the cross-section, except in the rare cases where b is zero
or negligible. If the above equation is multiplied through by A,
it becomes—

i b A? + c A = —-—•

The first term on the left is half the expense varying as the
diameter; the second term is the whole expense varying as the
cross-section. The constant term a has disappeared, and the term
on the right is the yearly expense of absorption; which proves
the propositions stated.

Professor W. E. AYRTON was obliged to the last speaker
for drawing attention to an apparent omission on his part
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in reference to Sir William Thomson's law. In his remarks,
however, he was not drawing attention to what might occur in
practice, but simply to Sir William Thomson's law. As a matter
of fact, when his colleagues and himself were making calculations
last year for underground wires on a very large scale, in Paris,
he had to take into account, not merely the cost of copper, but
of iron pipes, paraffin oil, and jute, which was the material pro-
posed for insulating the wire, and of course, as Mr. Blakesley had
said, things which were not proportional to the sectional area of
the copper had to be considered, and the result would not be that
of Sir William Thomson's law. Sir William Thomson's law was
given for overhead wires between Niagara and New York, and
would apply, because in that case the cost of the wire was very
much greater than the cost of the insulation. In small installa-
tions, even where bare wires and insulators were used (and he
knew of a considerable installation that was now being made in
a large public building), Sir William Thomson's law might also
not apply, because the labour of erecting wire was a serious
matter, and was not taken into account in Sir William Thomson's
equations.

Mr. C. A. CARUS WILSON said it would be very interesting to
have some further explanation as to what Mr. Gordon meant
when he said: " We then, starting from the furthest points on
each branch, work up towards the engine-house, marking on each
branch and main the number of lamps it has to carry." That
seemed to him the greatest difficulty in the whole arrangement.
With a single street it was easy to find the total current it would
have to carry; but the difficulty arises when we come to a net-
work. To determine what current each street of a network should
carry is a very laborious matter to work out arithmetically.
Some graphic method might perhaps be possible: Mr. Gordon
could perhaps state how he proposed to do it.

Mr. J. E. H. GORDON, in reply, said : As to the advantage
of a half-turn instead of a quarter-turn, suggested by Professor
Foster, no doubt, as the instrument now stands before you, a
half-turn would be more advantageous; but we very often want
to know the magnetic force when the coil is close down on the

VOL. xii. 38
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magnet pole, and in such a position there would not be room
for the lever to work. As it is, we can only get within three-
quarters of an inch of the pole, and a half-turn arrangement
would pull us up an inch more, while the bottom inch is a very
important part to investigate, and in designing the instrument,
I thought it would be well to sacrifice the accuracy to be obtained
by half a turn in order to be able to get quite close to the pole.

With regard to the shunted galvanometer, if I compared a
strong magnet with a weak one, I should not propose to work the
galvanometer without any shunts with the latter and put in
shunts with the former: I am quite aware that that would not
give .a proper comparison. With the same shunt in, throughout
the whole experiment we take the field proportionate to the
swing, and that is the way we always work in practice. I should
never think of using different shunts in two experiments which
are comparable to each other; but in spite of the necessity of
using shunts which it involves, I prefer an instrument where the
strength of the field is proportionate to the deflection instead of
to the sine of half the angle, which would be too complex to work
out.

As to what Professor Ayrton said in regard to the armature,—
as I think I explained, the whole reason for the projection on the
base of the instrument was that it might be brought up close to
an armature. There would be difficulty in introducing it in the
Edison machine (which was referred to by Professor Ayrton); but
we make a different type of machine where we can get all round
the armature coil without difficulty. In regard to the coils used
in my machines, we can get quite close to the cores, and do put
the cores in position before using the machine. If we altered our
type, I should adopt Professor Ayrton's suggestion, and alter the
instrument accordingly; but, as it has been made for our own use,
we find we can get all round the cores of our armature-coils with
the way in which it is arranged, and can get at every part of the
machine. I want to measure the field where the wire is, and
where the current is generated, and there the instrument
will go. I am quite aware that we do not get an accurate
measurement, because the field is different when the machine is
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in motion to when it is at rest; but I do contend that with such
an. instrument we get a useful guide in designing the machine,
and are more likely to approximate to a good machine after we
have tried the magnets with an arrangement of this sort (im-
perfect though it may be) than if we were to build a machine
without any experiment at all.

I was very much interested in what Professor Hughes said
about the method of working with little bits of iron and small
magnets

Professor HUGHES : Large magnets.
Mr. J. E. H. G-ORDON : Large magnets and small pieces of iron.

The magnets that we use would pull a spanner out of. a man's
hand 6 or 8 inches away. I have seen a carpenter's wooden 2-foofc
rule placed against the pole of a magnet, standing straight out,
caused by the magnet acting on the little clip put over the end of
the rule to prevent fraying; and I am afraid that if we attempted
to employ such magnets as Professor Hughes mentioned, they
could not be held at any particular angle. The vibrating arrange^
ment would be much more accurate for any small magnetic forces,
such as the earth's force; but the method I have shown is meant
as a practical one to get over the difficulty of using magnets
when the field is strong enough to pull them out of their supports,
or to demagnetise them.

As to what Mr. Gisbert Kapp said about position,. I .should
think that an alteration in position would- make a difference.. I
have not made accurate experiments on that yet, but have been
careful to put the instrument in the same relative position in
each two cases. In fact, the praptical way in which we use. the
instrument is rather more simple than that described. . .

Returning to the matter of the mains, I must point, out to
Mr. Crompton that I did not call my paper " a method of .finally
calculating the best proportion to give to mains," but " a method
of calculating the horse-power expended in mains." I am quite
aware that the horse-power expended in mains is not the only
consideration which should guide us in settling our size.; but,
as I have said, the method of determining the fall of electro-
motive force is an extremely complex thing, but the horse-power
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expended is closely connected with it. When the horse-power
expended is small, the fall of potential is small; and a cal-
culation of the amount of horse-power wasted in the mains,
and the percentage horse-power so wasted, will give us a good
deal of valuable information, and I do not claim more than
that for the method; and having worked out this as a first
approximation, any further information that we can, by calcula-
tion or experiment, get as to what the fall of potential may be,
will be extremely valuable. There is nothing in the calculations
that prevents us having feeders. I am not assuming that the
calculations are final, but they give us a good deal of valuable
information; and I think the practical way is to consider the net-
work cut at certain points (and of course we put it together
afterwards), and work out as near as we can what the modification
ought to be. But Mr. Crompton's view, that it is necessary to
make the conductor of the same section throughout, certainly
startled me. I think the copper bill would be something very
terrible ; it seems to me that in that case there would be a, great
portion of the copper conveying much less current than it would
reasonably carry, and in another portion too much current would
pass. That is a question which only experience can decide, and
which I hope both Mr. Crompton and ourselves will have an early
opportunity of testing practically.

What I had to say as to Sir William Thomson's law has been
anticipated by Mr. Blakesley.. That law is very interesting
scientifically, and would be of practical value if the conductor
could be floated in the air; but it does not take into account the
cost of insulation, or of boilers, dynamos, etc., all of which must
be considered in making up the total expense ; therefore I cannot
see that the law, however interesting scientifically, is of any
practical use.

Then Mr. Carus Wilson asked a question as to the number
of lamps. We plot out on the map the number of lamps that
each house is likely to require, and so ascertain, as nearly as possible,
how many each main will have to supply, and a margin is allowed
in excess of the probable number: that is as near as we can go in
public district^lighting. In private district lighting, where the
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property is all under one hand, the number of lamps is known
with accuracy, but with public lighting a guess is the only thing
possible.

Professor AYRTON remarked that he had instanced an Edison
or a Siemens machine, but that his observations would apply
equally well to Mr. Gordon's own machine, shown in the following
figure, where A and B were the field magnets, and C, D, E and F
the armatures, or vice versa. In either case the lines of force were
something like the dotted lines shown in the figure, and the place
where it was of practical importance to measure the strength of
the magnetic field was between the faces of A and C, of B and E,
that is, in the small space S, which, in order to make the machine

B

powerful was necessarily kept as small as possible. To measure
the field in the space occupied by the wire on the armature, in the
completed machine, before the armature was wound, which was all
that could be effected by Mr. Gordon's apparatus, was compara-
tively useless, the power of the machine depending, as it did, on
the number of lines of force passing across the space S.

The PRESIDENT : Gentlemen,—We have had two very interest-
ing papers, and, I think you will all admit, a very interesting and
instructive discussion. I am not surprised to find that there is a
great difference of opinion on the subject. Although, as I said
before, I am not immediately connected with electric lighting, I
frequently use my spare time in experimenting in this direction
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for my own information; and perhaps one day I shall give the
Society the benefit of my researches. To-night is the first time
I have seen the instrument Mr. Gordon has shown us, and I shall
be glad if he will allow me to experiment with it; for the results
I have obtained, show that there is much to be learnt with regard
to instruments for magnetic measurement. But however we
may differ in opinions, I am sure you will be all in accord in
acknowledging your thanks to Mr. Gordon for the two papers he
has brought before us, and.for the discussion they have evolved.

Professor W. E. AYRTON : As. I have been rather critical,
I shall have very great pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks
to Mr. Gordon.

The President formally put the vote to the meeting, and it
was cordially expressed.

A ballot took place, at which Mr. William B. Esson was elected
as an Associate, and the meeting adjourned until the 10th
January, 1884.


